This is Prerequisite Education that is
required to be completed by applicants
for the Associate Real Estate Trainee
Appraiser credential PRIOR to issue,
after January 1, 2015. It is also a
required offering for those who want to
supervise trainees after January 1,
2015. This course was written by Brian
Weaver – Real Estate Appraisal
Coordinator on behalf of the Division of
Real Estate – IDFPR.

THE ILLINOIS SUPERVISOR –
TRAINEE COURSE

General Information
Calculators – No need. Use your fingers.
Cell Phones – No need. Put them away. Conduct business on your own time. Not everyone else’s. Wait
until the breaks.
Laptops, notebooks, Kindles, Readers, handhelds, tablets, phasers, light sabers – Don’t even think
about it…unless you’re studying the downloaded booklet.
Recording – We don’t want to see this on YouTube, Vimeo, Facebook or anything else.
Breaks – One 15-minute break in the morning. One 15-minute break in the afternoon. Lunch will be for
an hour.
Attendance Sheets – Make certain that you sign them in the morning and afternoon. No late arrivals,
long lunches or early exits. No refunds. No exceptions.
Certificates of Completion – You’ll get one when it’s over. Don’t worry. Supervisors and already
credentialed Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraisers will be able use this course as CE. Those looking
to become Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraisers need this course before we can issue the
credential beginning in January of 2015.
Prerequisites
There are no prerequisites (other than this course) for aspiring or existing (Illinois) Associate Real
Estate Trainee Appraisers. This course may be taken prior to, concurrent with, or after completing the
basic 75-hour module that include the 15-hour National USPAP Course, Basic Appraisal Principles, and
Basic Appraisal Procedures. However, this course must be successfully completed prior to being issued
an Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser credential.
For those intending to supervise one or more Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraisers you must, at a
minimum:
Supervisory Appraisers shall be state-certified and in “good standing” for a period of at least three (3)
years. Supervisory Appraisers shall not have been subject to any disciplinary action within any
jurisdiction within the last three (3) years that affects the Supervisory Appraiser’s legal eligibility to
engage in appraisal practice.
Supervisory Appraisers shall have been the equivalent of a Certified Residential Appraiser or the
equivalent of a Certified General Appraiser for a minimum of three (3) years prior to being eligible to
become a Supervisory Appraiser.
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Supervisory Appraiser Objectives
The course will provide adequate information to ensure the Supervisory Appraiser understands the
qualifications and responsibilities of that role. Specifically, the objective of the course shall be that the
student understands:
• AQB minimum qualifications for becoming and remaining a Supervisory Appraiser;
• Jurisdictional credentialing requirements for both Supervisory Appraisers and Trainee
Appraisers that may exceed those of the Criteria;
• Expectations and responsibilities of being a Supervisory Appraiser;
• Responsibilities and requirements of a Supervisory Appraiser in maintaining and signing all
appropriate Trainee Appraiser experience logs; and
• Expectations and responsibilities of the Trainee Appraiser.
Trainee Appraiser Objectives
The course will provide adequate information to ensure the Trainee Appraiser understands the
qualifications and responsibilities of that role. Specifically, the objective of the course shall be that the
student understands:
• AQB minimum qualifications for becoming a Trainee Appraiser;
• Jurisdictional credentialing requirements for Trainee Appraisers that may exceed those of the
Criteria;
• AQB minimum qualifications for becoming and remaining a Supervisory Appraiser, as well as
jurisdictional credentialing requirements that may exceed those of the Criteria;
• Processes and roles of the entities involved in establishing qualifications for credentialed
appraisers;
• Expectations and responsibilities of the Trainee Appraiser;
• Qualifications to become a credentialed appraiser;
• Basics of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP); and
• Responsibilities and requirements of a Trainee Appraiser’s role in maintaining and signing all
appropriate Trainee Appraiser experience logs.
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Course Schedule:
8AM – 8:30AM – Registration
8:30AM – 10AM – Class (1 hour 30 minutes)
10AM – 10:15AM – Break
10:15AM – Noon – Class (1 hour 45 minutes)
Noon – 1PM – Lunch
1PM – 2:30PM – Class (1 hour 30 minutes)
2:30PM – 2:45PM – Break
2:45PM – 4:00PM – Class (1 hour 15 minutes)
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Qualification and Credentialing Entities
The Appraisal Foundation
1. Overview of the creation and role of The Appraisal Foundation
The Appraiser Qualifications Board (AQB)
1. Overview of the role of the AQB in establishing qualifications for real property appraisers
Illinois Department of Financial and Professional Regulation
1. Overview of Illinois’ role in issuing appraiser credentials and enforcement
2. Illinois Act and Rules overview
Professional Appraiser Organizations
1. Overview of the role of professional appraiser organizations
2. Designation versus Certification
AQB Qualifications
1. Trainee Appraiser - Education and Examination
2. Certified Residential Appraiser - Education, Experience and Examination
3. Certified General Appraiser - Education, Experience and Examination
Overview of Supervisory Appraiser qualifications
1. AQB minimum qualifications
2. Illinois minimum qualifications
Becoming an Illinois Certified Appraiser
Overview of USPAP relevant to Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraisers and Supervisory Appraisers
Upgrading in Illinois
Overview of USPAP, Illinois Act and Administrative Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ethics Rule
Competency Rule
Scope of Work Rule
Record Keeping Rule
Standard 1
Standard 2
Standard 3
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Overview of Supervisory Appraiser/Trainee Appraiser Expectations and Responsibilities
1. On-Going Experience Audit
2. Supervisor and Trainee Stats
3. Choosing a Supervisor or Trainee
4. Illinois Paperwork – In Order
5. Associating and Disassociating
6. QE Expiration!
7. The Starting Gate Assignment
8. Milestones – Education and Experience
9. Significant Contribution – What Is It?
10. Blasting the Matrix
11. Gang Credit
12. LOG-7575
13. Alternative Experience Options – Non-Traditional Client
14. Instate Trainees – Out-of-state Supervisors
15. Criminal Background Checks
16. Avoiding Epic Fails
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The Appraisal Foundation
Overview of the creation and role of The Appraisal Foundation
In the early 1980's, the crisis in the savings and loan industry highlighted the need to improve appraisal
practices throughout the United States. The difficulties and losses experienced by many lending
institutions illustrated the importance of ensuring that appraisals are based upon established,
recognized standards, free from outside pressures.
In 1986, nine leading professional appraisal organizations in the United States and Canada to form the
Ad Hoc Committee on the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. Agreeing upon a
generally accepted set of standards, the eight United States committee members adopted those
standards and thereafter established The Appraisal Foundation in 1987 to implement the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. The Appraiser Qualifications Board was included in the
Foundation structure to develop and promote meaningful criteria by which the competence of
appraisers could be measured. The Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice was adopted
by the Appraisal Standards Board of the Foundation on January 30, 1989 and is recognized throughout
the United States as the generally accepted standards of professional appraisal practice.
The work of the Foundation is important to all disciplines of the appraisal profession as well as to
the consumer public. The work of the Foundation benefits the appraisal profession by functioning to
increase the quality of appraisals and by addressing issues critical to the advancement professional
valuation. Users of appraisal services and consumers can feel confident that the Foundation is working
to serve their needs and help protect their financial well-being.
The Appraisal Foundation is composed of other organizations. There are no individual members of the
Foundation. Today, through Sponsoring Organizations and Advisory Councils, over eighty organizations,
corporations and government agencies are affiliated with The Appraisal Foundation.
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The Appraiser Qualifications Board
The Appraiser Qualifications Board (AQB) is an independent board of The Appraisal Foundation (TAF).
The AQB is comprised of at least five practicing appraisers who are appointed by the Foundation’s
Board of Trustees for one- to three-year terms.
Under the provisions of Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of
1989 (FIRREA), the AQB establishes the minimum education, experience and examination
requirements for real property appraisers to obtain a state license or certification. In addition, the AQB
performs a number of ancillary duties related to real property and personal property appraiser
qualifications.
In addition to its work on the Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria, the AQB is involved in
numerous other ongoing projects including:
•
•
•
•
•

Maintenance and periodic updating of the National Uniform Examination Content Outlines
(ECO’s). These ECO’s are used in the development of state licensure and certification
examinations.
Maintenance and periodic updates to the National Uniform Licensing and Certification
Examinations.
Development of and enhancements to the Program to Improve USPAP Education.
Administration of the Course Approval Program (CAP).
Development of voluntary minimum Personal Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria.

More information on The Appraisal Foundation and the activities of the AQB is available online at
www.appraisalfoundation.org or by contacting the Board’s staff at The Appraisal Foundation by phone
at (202) 347-7722 or via e-mail at staff@appraisalfoundation.org.
Individual State or Territory Credentialing Authorities
There are 55 jurisdictions that issue appraiser credentials. Aside from the 50 states there is the District
of Columbia, Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa (has no
program).
Where to locate the list:
https://www.asc.gov/State-Appraiser-Regulatory-Programs/StateContactInformation.aspx
Q: How many different credential titles exist within these 55 jurisdictions?
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While it would seem that there are only four title types…the reality is that there are 79:
Ad Valorem
Appraiser Assistant
Appraiser Intern
Appraiser Trainee
Apprentice
Apprentice Appraiser
Associate
Associate General
Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser
Associate Residential
Certified Assessor
Certified Broker Appraiser
Certified General
Certified General Appraiser
Certified General License
Certified General Mass
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
Certified General Real Property Appraiser
Certified General Real Property Real Estate Appraiser
Certified General Trainee
Certified Pennsylvania Evaluator
Certified Residential
Certified Residential Appraiser
Certified Residential License
Certified Residential Mass
Certified Residential Real Estate Appraiser
Certified Residential Real Property Appraiser
Certified Residential Real Property Real Estate Appraiser
Certified Residential Trainee
General Certified Appraiser
General Real Estate Appraiser
Institutional Real Estate Appraiser
Licensed
Licensed Appraiser
Licensed Appraiser Trainee
Licensed General Appraiser
Licensed Mass
Licensed Real Estate Appraiser
Licensed Real Property Appraiser
Licensed Residential
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Licensed Residential Appraiser
Licensed Residential Real Estate Appraiser
Licensed Residential Real Property Appraiser
Licensed Residential Real Property Real Estate Appraiser
Limited Appraiser
Provisional
Provisional Appraiser
Real Estate Appraiser Trainee
Registered Appraiser
Registered Intern
Registered Trainee
Registered Trainee Appraiser
Residential
Residential Certified Appraiser
Residential License
Residential Real Estate Appraiser
Residential Trainee
State Certified General Appraiser
State Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
State Certified General Real Property Appraiser
State Certified Residential Appraiser
State Certified Residential Real Estate Appraiser
State Certified Residential Real Property Appraiser
State Licensed
State Licensed Appraiser
State Licensed Real Estate Appraiser
State Licensed Real Estate Appraiser Assistant
State Licensed Real Property Appraiser
State Licensed Residential Real Estate Appraiser
State Registered (trainee)
State Registered Appraiser
State Registered Property Appraiser
State Registered Real Estate Appraiser Trainee
State Registered Real Property Appraiser
Trainee
Trainee Appraiser
Trainee License
Trainee Permit
Trainee Real Property Appraiser
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Professional Appraiser Organizations (in Illinois)
Societies and organizations exist to further education and professionalism within the appraisal
community. Some groups focus on specific niches by concentrating on specific property types or areas
of specialty. Many organizations offer voluntary designations that signify a specific level of
accomplishment. Other groups serve members through affiliation and networking.
American Society of Appraisers
http://www.appraisers.org/
American Society of Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers
http://www.asfmra.org/
Appraisal Institute
http://www.appraisalinstitute.org/
Illinois Association of Certified Real Estate Appraisers
http://www.iacrea.org/home
Illinois Coalition of Appraisal Professionals
http://www.icapweb.org/
International Right-of-Way Association
http://www.irwaonline.org/eweb/startpage.aspx?site=IRWA2010
International Association of Assessing Officers
http://www.iaao.org/
National Association of Independent Fee Appraisers
http://www.naifa.com/
National Association of Real Estate Appraisers
http://www.narea-assoc.org/
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Qualifications for Appraiser Credentials
AQB Classification
Trainee Appraiser
State Licensed
Certified Residential
Certified General

Illinois Classification
Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser
No longer exists in Illinois
Certified Residential Real Estate Appraiser
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser

Overview of AQB Minimum Qualifications – As of May 1, 2018
Credential Title
Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser

Certified Residential Real Estate Appraiser

Certified General Real Estate Appraiser

Minimums – Coming in “Cold”
Formal Education – High school diploma or GED
Appraisal Education – Core 75 hours of QE
Experience – None
Examination – Pass the Illinois exam
Formal Education – Bachelor’s Degree or better
Appraisal Education – 200 hours of QE
Experience – 1,500 hours/12 months
Examination – National Exam
Formal Education – Bachelor’s Degree or better
Appraisal Education – 300 hours of QE
Experience – 3,000 hours/18 months
Examination – National Exam

Q: When will the new AQB experience changes take effect?
As soon as new Administrative Rules are adopted by the legislature.
Q: Can someone leap-frog into becoming a certified appraiser in Illinois or is the only path through
becoming an Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser?
The experience needs to come from somewhere. There is no requirement that the track must be:
trainee-to-certified residential-to-certified general. Trainees can forge a path into any category so long
as they meet AQB Criteria and follow Illinois law.
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The AQB, effective May 1, 2018, adopted six options regarding college level education for the Certified
Residential credential:
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3

Option 4
Option 5
Option 6

Bachelor’s Degree in any field of study
Associates Degree in a field of study related to:
Business Administration, Accounting, Finance, Economics; or Real Estate
Successful completion of 30 semester hours of college-level courses in each of the
following specific topic areas:
English Composition (3 hours), Microeconomics (3 hours), Macroeconomics (3 hours),
Finance (3 hours), Algebra, Geometry, or Higher Math (3 hours), Statistics (3 hours),
Computer Science (3 hours), Business Law or Real Estate Law (3 hours), Two elective
courses in any of the above topics, or in Accounting, Geography, Agricultural
Economics, Business Management, or Real Estate (3 hours each)
Successful completion of at least 30 hours of College Level Examination Program®
(CLEP®) examinations that cover each of the specific topic areas in Option #3 (see
Equivalency Table).
Any combination of Option 3 and Option 4 that includes all of the topics identified
No college level education required. This option applies only to appraisers who have
held a Licensed Residential credential for a minimum of five (5) years and have no
record of any adverse, final, and non-appealable disciplinary action affecting the
Licensed Residential appraiser’s legal eligibility to engage in appraisal practice within
the five (5) years immediately preceding the date of application for a Certified
Residential credential.

Equivalency Table
CLEP Exams
College Algebra
College Composition
College Composition Modular
College Mathematics
Principles of Macroeconomics
Principles of Microeconomics
Introductory Business Law
Computer Science

CLEP Semester Applicable College Courses
Hours Granted
3
Algebra, Geometry, Statistics, or higher
mathematics
6
English Composition
3
English Composition
6
Algebra, Geometry, Statistics, or higher
mathematics
3
Macroeconomics or Finance
3
Microeconomics or Finance
3
Business Law or Real Estate Law
3
Information Systems
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Credential Upgrade Worksheet for Illinois Appraisers
This is a voluntary worksheet intended to assist individuals in tracking their progress toward obtaining a Certified
Residential or Certified General credential within the state of Illinois.

Prerequisites: If you’re an unlicensed individual trying to obtain an Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser credential you will
need to complete the following within five years of your initial application to the Division:

Course
National USPAP Course – 15 Hours
Basic Appraisal Principles – 30 Hours
Basic Appraisal Procedures – 30 Hours

Illinois Code
IL1-08
IL2-08
IL3-08

Date Completed

Total Hours
75
The Illinois Supervisor/Trainee Course – 3/3/4 or 6 Hours
ILST-15
Prerequisites: If you’re already credentialed as an Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser and you’re trying
to obtain an Certified Residential Appraiser credential you will need to complete the following:
Course
Illinois Code Date Completed
Residential Market Analysis and Highest & Best Use – 15 Hours
ILR4-08
Residential Appraiser Site Valuation and Cost Approach – 15 Hours
ILR5-08
Residential Sales Comparison and Income Approach – 30 Hours
ILR6-08
Residential Report Writing and Case Studies – 15 Hours
ILR7-08
Advanced Residential Report Writing and Case Studies – 15 Hours
ILR8-08
Statistics, Modeling & Finance – 15 Hours
ILR9-08
Electives – 20 Hours
ILRE-08
Total Hours 125
Prerequisites: If you’re already credentialed as an Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser and you’re trying
to obtain an Certified General Appraiser credential you will need to complete the following:
Course
Illinois Code Date Completed
General Appraiser Market Analysis and Highest & Best Use – 30 Hours
ILG4-08
General Appraiser Sales Comparison Approach – 30 Hours
ILG5-08
General Appraiser Site Valuation and Cost Approach – 30 Hours
ILG6-08
General Appraiser Income Approach – 60 Hours
ILG7-08
General Appraiser Report Writing and Case Studies – 30 Hours
ILG8-08
Statistics, Modeling & Finance – 15 Hours
ILG9-08
Electives – 30 Hours
ILGE-08
Total Hours 225
Tips: Take your QE during off-peak and business slowdown periods. If you’re undecided as to whether to track
for a Certified Residential or Certified General credential; take the Statistics, Modeling & Finance offering.
This is required under BOTH categories.
The Experience clock begins with your FIRST assignment as a credentialed appraiser. Get that first one done
as soon as possible.
Trainees may fulfill the Non-Traditional Client alternative by making the Department the Client and Intended
User. You STILL require supervision and a suitable co-signer.
Client and Intended User: Illinois Department of Financial and Professional Regulation
Intended Use: Credential Upgrade
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Color Me Certified
Trainee

Certified Residential

Certified General

In order to guide applicants toward their certification goal, the Department has color-coded the instate education that is needed to advance.

Q: Am I allowed to take my required QE outside of Illinois?
Yes. Most every AQB Approved Course identified as QE can be used from any location provided that the
following form is submitted to the Division and the course is approved by the Board.
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Supervisor Qualifications Overview - AQB
Supervisory Appraisers provide a critical role in the mentoring, training and development of future
valuation professionals. It is inherently important to strike a proper balance between enhancing public
trust by ensuring Supervisory Appraisers are competent and qualified to supervise Trainee Appraisers
without making the criteria too stringent and restrictive as to discourage or prevent qualified
Supervisory Appraisers from actually participating in the training and supervision of Trainee Appraisers.
I. General
A. Supervisory Appraisers shall be responsible for the training, guidance, and direct supervision of the
Trainee Appraiser by:
1. Accepting responsibility for the appraisal by signing and certifying the appraisal complies with
USPAP;
2. Reviewing and signing the Trainee Appraiser appraisal report(s); and
3. Personally inspecting each appraised property with the Trainee Appraiser until the Supervisory
Appraiser determines the Trainee Appraiser is competent to inspect the property, in
accordance with the COMPETENCY RULE of USPAP for the property type. (Except for the
FIRST500)
B. Supervisory Appraisers shall be state-certified and in “good standing” for a
period of at least three (3) years. Supervisory Appraisers shall not have been
subject to any disciplinary action within any jurisdiction within the last three (3)
years that affects the Supervisory Appraiser’s legal eligibility to engage in
appraisal practice. A Supervisory Appraiser subject to a disciplinary action would
be considered to be in “good standing” three (3) years after the successful
completion/termination of the sanction imposed against the appraiser.
C. Supervisory Appraisers shall have been state-certified for a minimum of three (3) years prior to
being eligible to become a Supervisory Appraiser.
D. Supervisory Appraisers must comply with the COMPETENCY RULE of USPAP for the property type
and geographic location the Trainee Appraiser is being supervised.
E. Whereas a Trainee Appraiser is permitted to have more than one Supervisory Appraiser, Supervisory
Appraisers may not supervise more than three (3) Trainee Appraisers at one time, unless a state
program in the credentialing jurisdiction provides for progress monitoring, supervisory certified
appraiser qualifications, and supervision and oversight requirements for Supervisory Appraisers.
F. An appraisal experience log shall be maintained jointly by the Supervisory Appraiser and the Trainee
Appraiser. It is the responsibility of both the Supervisory Appraiser and Trainee Appraiser to ensure the
experience log is accurate, current and complies with the requirements of the Trainee Appraiser’s
credentialing jurisdiction.
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At a minimum, the appraisal log requirements shall include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type of property;
Date of report;
Address of appraised property;
Description of work performed by the Trainee Appraiser and the scope of the review and
supervision of the Supervisory Appraiser;
5. Number of actual work hours by the Trainee Appraiser on the assignment; and
6. The signature and state certification number of the Supervisory Appraiser. Separate appraisal
logs shall be maintained for each Supervisory Appraiser, if applicable.
G. Supervisory Appraisers shall be required to complete a course that, at a minimum, complies with the
specifications for course content established by the AQB, which is specifically oriented to the
requirements and responsibilities of Supervisory Appraisers and Trainee Appraisers. The course is to be
completed by the Supervisory Appraiser prior to supervising a Trainee Appraiser.
Supervisor Qualifications Overview – Illinois Overlay
Supervising Rules apply ONLY to the supervision of Associate Real Estate Trainer Appraisers.
Section 1455.316 Supervisor and Trainee Requirements
a)

Requirements of a Supervising Appraiser
1.
A supervising appraiser shall provide to the Division in writing the
name and address of each Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser
within 10 days after engagement, and notify the Division in writing
immediately upon termination of the engagement.
2.
A supervising appraiser shall instruct and directly supervise an
Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser for any classification of license
or certificate in the entire preparation of each appraisal. A supervising
appraiser shall provide direct supervision, being personally and
physically present, during the first 500 hours of experience for no fewer
than 25 assignments. If a State Certified General Real Estate Appraiser is supervising an
Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser, all appraisals completed during the first 500 hours of
experience may be non-residential appraisals. The supervising appraiser shall approve and sign
all final appraisal documents certifying the appraisals are in compliance with USPAP.
3. A supervising appraiser shall hold an active valid license issued under the Act as a Certified
General Real Estate Appraiser or a Certified Residential Real Estate Appraiser. The license held
by the supervising appraiser shall be in good standing and shall not have been subject to any
disciplinary action within any jurisdiction within the last 3 years that affects the supervisory
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appraiser's legal eligibility to engage in appraisal practice. A supervisory appraiser subject to a
disciplinary action would be considered to be in "good standing" 3 years after the successful
completion/termination of the sanction imposed against the appraiser.
Personally and Physically Present
This means that both the trainee and the supervisor must be at the subject property simultaneously.
This does NOT mean:
•
•
•

That the trainee will conduct an inspection while the supervisor sits in the car.
That the trainee will conduct an inspection at 9:30AM and the supervisor will show up, on their
own, at 1PM.
That the trainee will conduct a “walk and shoot” and that the supervisor will later examine the
dozens of digital images as an inspection.

No GoPro co-inspections. No quadcopter overflights. No time travel. No Ouija boards.
USPAP Overview (Not a substitute for the QE or CE version)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Definitions
Ethics Rule
Competency Rule
Scope of Work Rule
Record Keeping Rule
Standard 1
Standard 2
Standard 3

Definitions – ALL CAPS indicates the USPAP Definition
"Appraisal" means (noun) the act or process of developing an opinion of value; an opinion of value
(adjective) of or pertaining to appraising and related functions, such as appraisal practice or appraisal
services.
APPRAISAL: (noun) the act or process of developing an opinion of value; an opinion of value.
(adjective) of or pertaining to appraising and related functions such as appraisal practice or appraisal services.

"Appraisal assignment" means a valuation service provided as a consequence of an agreement
between an appraiser and a client.
ASSIGNMENT: 1) An agreement between an appraiser and a client to provide a valuation service; 2) the
valuation service that is provided as a consequence of such an agreement.
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"Appraisal practice" means valuation services performed by an individual acting as an appraiser,
including, but not limited to, appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting.
APPRAISAL PRACTICE: valuation services performed by an individual acting as an appraiser, including but
not limited to appraisal and appraisal review.

"Appraisal report" means any communication, written or oral, of an appraisal, appraisal review, or
appraisal consulting service that is transmitted to a client upon completion of an assignment.
REPORT: any communication, written or oral, of an appraisal or appraisal review that is transmitted to the
client upon completion of an assignment.

"Appraisal review" means the act or process of developing and communicating an opinion about the
quality of another appraiser's work that was performed as part of an appraisal, appraisal review, or
appraisal assignment.
APPRAISAL REVIEW: the act or process of developing and communicating an opinion about the quality of
another appraiser’s work that was performed as part of an appraisal or appraisal review assignment.

"Client" means the party or parties who
engage an appraiser by employment or
contract in a specific appraisal assignment. If
an appraisal management company is the
party engaging the appraiser, the appraisal
management company is considered the client.
CLIENT: the party or parties who engage, by
employment or contract, an appraiser in a specific
assignment.

"Valuation services" means services pertaining
to aspects of property value.
VALUATION SERVICES: services pertaining to aspects of property value.

Ethics Rule
An appraiser must comply with USPAP when obligated by law or regulation, or by agreement with the
client or intended users. In addition to these requirements, an individual should comply any time that
individual represents that he or she is performing the service as an appraiser.

Sec. 10-10. Standards of practice. All persons licensed under this Act must comply with standards of
professional appraisal practice adopted by the Department. The Department must adopt, as part of its
rules, the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) as published from time to time
by the Appraisal Standards Board of the Appraisal Foundation.
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(Source: P.A. 96-844, eff. 12-23-09; 97-602, eff. 8-26-11.)
Conduct:
An appraiser must perform assignments with impartiality, objectivity, and independence, and
without accommodation of personal interests.
An appraiser:
• must not perform an assignment with bias;
• must not advocate the cause or interest of any party or issue;
• must not accept an assignment that includes the reporting of predetermined opinions
and conclusions;
• must not misrepresent his or her role when providing valuation services that are outside
of appraisal practice;
• must not communicate assignment results with the intent to mislead or to defraud;
• must not use or communicate a report that is known by the appraiser to be misleading or
• fraudulent;
• must not knowingly permit an employee or other person to communicate a misleading or
• fraudulent report;
• (5) Committing an act or omission involving dishonesty, fraud, or misrepresentation with the

intent to substantially benefit the licensee or another person or with intent to substantially
injure another person as defined by rule.
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

must not use or rely on unsupported conclusions relating to characteristics such as
race, color, religion, national origin, gender, marital status, familial status, age, receipt of
public assistance income, handicap, or an unsupported conclusion that homogeneity of
such characteristics is necessary to maximize value;

(12) Developing valuation conclusions based on the race, color, religion, sex, national origin,
ancestry, age, marital status, family status, physical or mental disability, or unfavorable military
discharge, as defined under the Illinois Human Rights Act, of the prospective or present owners
or occupants of the area or property under appraisal.
must not engage in criminal conduct;

(10) Engaging in dishonorable, unethical, or unprofessional conduct of a character likely to
deceive, defraud, or harm the public.
must not willfully or knowingly violate the requirements of the RECORD KEEPING RULE;
and
must not perform an assignment in a grossly negligent manner.

(22) Gross negligence in developing an appraisal or in communicating an appraisal or failing to
observe one or more of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.
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Sec. 15-10. Grounds for disciplinary action.
(a) The Department may suspend, revoke, refuse to issue, renew, or restore a
license and may reprimand place on probation or administrative supervision, or
take any disciplinary or non-disciplinary action, including imposing conditions
limiting the scope, nature, or extent of the real estate appraisal practice of a
licensee or reducing the appraisal rank of a licensee, and may impose an
administrative fine not to exceed $25,000 for each violation upon a licensee for
any one or combination of the following:
(5) Committing an act or omission involving dishonesty, fraud, or misrepresentation with the intent to
substantially benefit the licensee or another person or with intent to substantially injure another
person as defined by rule.
(6) Violating a provision or standard for the development or communication of real estate appraisals as
provided in Section 10-10 of this Act or as defined by rule.
(7) Failing or refusing without good cause to exercise reasonable diligence in developing, reporting, or
communicating an appraisal, as defined by this Act or by rule.
(8) Violating a provision of this Act or the rules adopted pursuant to this Act.
(10) Engaging in dishonorable, unethical, or unprofessional conduct of a character likely to deceive,
defraud, or harm the public.
(11) Accepting an appraisal assignment when the employment itself is contingent upon the appraiser
reporting a predetermined estimate, analysis, or opinion or when the fee to be paid is contingent upon
the opinion, conclusion, or valuation reached or upon the consequences resulting from the appraisal
assignment.
(12) Developing valuation conclusions based on the race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry,
age, marital status, family status, physical or mental disability, or unfavorable military discharge, as
defined under the Illinois Human Rights Act, of the prospective or present owners or occupants of the
area or property under appraisal.
(22) Gross negligence in developing an appraisal or in communicating an appraisal or failing to observe
one or more of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.
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Management:
An appraiser must disclose that he or she paid a fee or commission, or gave a thing of value in
connection with the procurement of an assignment.
An appraiser must not accept an assignment, or have a compensation arrangement for an
assignment, that is contingent on any of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the reporting of a predetermined result (e.g., opinion of value);
a direction in assignment results that favors the cause of the client;
the amount of a value opinion;
the attainment of a stipulated result (e.g., that the loan closes, or taxes are reduced); or
the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the appraiser’s opinions and
specific to the assignment’s purpose.

(11) Accepting an appraisal assignment when the employment itself is contingent upon the appraiser
reporting a predetermined estimate, analysis, or opinion or when the fee to be paid is contingent upon
the opinion, conclusion, or valuation reached or upon the consequences resulting from the appraisal
assignment.
An appraiser must not advertise for or solicit assignments in a manner that is false, misleading,
or exaggerated.

(25) Solicitation of professional services by using false, misleading, or deceptive advertising.
An appraiser must affix, or authorize the use of, his or her signature to certify recognition and
acceptance of his or her USPAP responsibilities in an appraisal or appraisal review assignment
(see Standards Rules 2-3, 3-6, 6-9, 8-3, and 10-3).
An appraiser may authorize the use of his or her signature only on an assignment-byassignment basis.
An appraiser must not affix the signature of another appraiser without his or her consent.

(24) Using or attempting to use the seal, certificate, or license of another as his or her own; falsely
impersonating any duly licensed appraiser; using or attempting to use an inactive, expired, suspended,
or revoked license; or aiding or abetting any of the foregoing.
Confidentiality:
An appraiser must protect the confidential nature of the appraiser-client relationship.
An appraiser must act in good faith with regard to the legitimate interests of the client in the use
of confidential information and in the communication of assignment results.
An appraiser must be aware of, and comply with, all confidentiality and privacy laws and
regulations applicable in an assignment.
An appraiser must not disclose: (1) confidential information; or (2) assignment results to
anyone other than:
•

the client;
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•
•
•
•

persons specifically authorized by the client;
state appraiser regulatory agencies;
third parties as may be authorized by due process of law; or
a duly authorized professional peer review committee except when such disclosure to a
committee would violate applicable law or regulation. A member of a duly authorized
professional peer review committee must not disclose confidential information presented
to the committee.

(13) Violating the confidential nature of government records to which the licensee gained access
through employment or engagement as an appraiser by a government agency.
Competency Rule
An appraiser must: (1) be competent to perform the assignment; (2) acquire the necessary
competency to perform the assignment; or (3) decline or withdraw from the assignment. In all
cases, the appraiser must perform competently when completing the assignment.
Scope of Work Rule
For each appraisal and appraisal review assignment, an appraiser must:
1. identify the problem to be solved;
2. determine and perform the scope of work necessary to develop credible assignment
results; and
3. disclose the scope of work in the report.
An appraiser must properly identify the problem to be solved in order to determine the
appropriate scope of work. The appraiser must be prepared to demonstrate that the scope of
work is sufficient to produce credible assignment results.

Sec. 10-5. Scope of Practice.
(a) This Act does not limit a State certified general real estate appraiser in his or her scope of practice in
a federally related transaction. A certified general real estate appraiser may independently provide
appraisal services, review, or consulting relating to any type of property for which he or she has
experience or is competent. All such appraisal practice must be made in accordance with the provisions
of USPAP, criteria established by the AQB, and rules adopted pursuant to this Act.
(b) A State certified residential real estate appraiser is limited in his or her scope of practice to the
provisions of USPAP, criteria established by the AQB, and the rules adopted pursuant to this Act.
(c) A State certified residential real estate appraiser must have a State certified general real estate
appraiser who holds a valid license under this Act co-sign all appraisal reports on properties other than
one to 4 units of residential real property without regard to transaction value or complexity.
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(d) An associate real estate trainee appraiser is limited in his or her scope of practice in all transactions
in accordance with the provisions of USPAP, this Act, and the rules adopted pursuant to this Act. In
addition, an associate real estate trainee appraiser shall be required to have a State certified general
real estate appraiser or State certified residential real estate appraiser who holds a valid license under
this Act to co-sign all appraisal reports. The associate real estate trainee appraiser licensee may not
have more than 3 supervising appraisers, and a supervising appraiser may not supervise more than 3
associate real estate trainee appraisers at one time. A chronological appraisal log on an approved log
form shall be maintained by the associate real estate trainee appraiser and shall be made available to
the Department upon request.
(Source: P.A. 96-844, eff. 12-23-09; 97-602, eff. 8-26-11.)
RECORD KEEPING RULE
An appraiser must prepare a workfile for each appraisal or appraisal review assignment. A
workfile must be in existence prior to the issuance of any report. A written summary of an oral
report must be added to the workfile within a reasonable time after the issuance of the oral
report.
An appraiser must retain the workfile for a period of at least five years after preparation or at
least two years after final disposition of any judicial proceeding in which the appraiser provided
testimony related to the assignment, whichever period expires last.

Sec. 10-20. Retention of records. A person licensed under this Act shall retain records as required by the
most recent version of the USPAP and as further defined by rule.
(Source: P.A. 96-844, eff. 12-23-09; 97-602, eff. 8-26-11.)
Section 1455.205 Record Keeping Requirements
Licensees must retain any communication, including but not limited to written, oral or web form, of an
appraisal, appraisal review or appraisal consulting service that is transmitted to the client upon
completion of an assignment for a period of at least five years, or at least two years after final
disposition of any judicial proceeding in which the appraiser provided testimony related to the
assignment, whichever period expires last.
(Source: Added at 37 Ill. Reg. 2668, effective April 1, 2013
JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE
If any applicable law or regulation precludes compliance with any part of USPAP, only that part
of USPAP becomes void for that assignment.
Comment: When compliance with USPAP is required by federal law or regulation, no part of USPAP can be voided by a
law or regulation of a state or local jurisdiction.

In an assignment involving a jurisdictional exception, an appraiser must:
1. identify the law or regulation that precludes compliance with USPAP;
2. comply with that law or regulation;
3. clearly and conspicuously disclose in the report the part of USPAP that is voided by that

law or regulation; and
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4. cite in the report the law or regulation requiring this exception to USPAP compliance.

Q: Does Illinois incorporate any JE’s in any part of the Real Estate Appraiser Licensing Appraiser Act of
2002 or the Appraisal Management Company Registration Act?
Q: When is an Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser permitted to appraise a small mixed-use
improvement?
June 1, 2015 Administrative Rules Changes Related to Supervisors and Trainees
Section 1455.375 Prerequisite Education Course – Supervisor-Trainee Course
a)

Beginning January 1, 2015, prior to issuance of the initial Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser
credential, the applicant shall provide evidence to the Division that he or she has successfully
completed:
1)

The 3-hour ILST-15 AQB Outline Supervisor-Trainee Course; or

2)

The 6-hour ILST-15 Supervisor-Trainee Course, which covers both the AQB nationwide
materials and Illinois specific materials.

b)
If the applicant has only completed the 3-hour AQB version, he or she must complete a 3-hour Illinois
specific course or the 6-hour ILST-15 Supervisor-Trainee Course within 365 days after completing the AQB
Outline version.
WORKFILE: (USPAP) documentation necessary to support an appraiser’s analyses, opinions, and conclusions.

Administrative Rule Definition –
"Work-file" means documentation necessary to support an appraiser's analyses, opinions and conclusions,
including, but not limited to, the name of the client and the identity, by name or type, of any other intended
users; true copies of any written reports, documented on any type of media; summaries of any oral reports or
testimony, or a transcript of testimony, including the appraiser's signed and dated certification; and all other
data, information and documentation necessary to support the appraiser's opinions and conclusions and to
show compliance with USPAP, or references to the locations of other documentation. A work-file in support of a
Restricted Use or Restricted Appraisal Report must be sufficient for the appraiser to produce an Appraisal
Report.
Section 1455.316 Supervisor and Trainee Requirements
a)

Requirements of a Supervising Appraiser
1)

A supervising appraiser shall provide to the Division in writing the name and address of
each Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser within 10 days after engagement, and
notify the Division in writing within 10 days after termination of the engagement on a
form provided by the Division.
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2)

A supervising appraiser shall instruct and directly supervise an Associate Real Estate
Trainee Appraiser for any classification of license or certificate in the entire preparation
of each appraisal. A supervising appraiser shall provide direct supervision, being
personally and physically present, during a minimum of the first 500 hours of experience
for no fewer than 25 assignments or thereafter until such time as the supervising
appraiser determines the Associate Real Estate Trainee is competent within the
meaning of the AQB’s “Real Property Qualification Criteria” effective January 1,
2015. If a State Certified General Real Estate Appraiser is supervising an Associate Real
Estate Trainee Appraiser, all appraisals completed during the first 500 hours of
experience may be non-residential appraisals. The supervising appraiser shall approve
and sign all final appraisal documents certifying that the appraisals are in compliance
with USPAP.

3)

A supervising appraiser’s determination of competence shall not be unreasonably
withheld. A supervising appraiser shall not cause a trainee to exceed an additional 350
hours of experience beyond the 500 hours required by subsection (a)(2), without good
cause, in determining that a trainee lacks competence in accordance with the
Competency Rule of USPAP.

4)

A supervising appraiser shall hold an active valid license issued under the Act as a
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser or a Certified Residential Real Estate Appraiser.
The license held by the supervising appraiser shall be in good standing and shall not
have been subject to any disciplinary action within any jurisdiction within the last 3
years that affects the supervisory appraiser's legal eligibility to engage in appraisal
practice. A supervisory appraiser subject to a disciplinary action would be considered to
be in "good standing" 3 years after the successful completion/termination of the
sanction imposed against the appraiser. An Illinois certified appraiser seeking to
supervise any Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraisers, prior to being permitted to
supervise, must complete:
A)

the six-hour Illinois Supervisor-Trainee Course; or

B)

the three-hour AQB portion of the Illinois Supervisor-Trainee Course followed
within one-year by the Illinois jurisdictional portion.
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b)

F)

Requirements of an Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser
1)

An Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser shall provide to the Division, in writing, the
name and address of each supervising appraiser within 10 days of engagement, on a
form provided by the Division, and shall notify the Division, on a form provided by the
Division, within 10 days after termination of the engagement.

2)

An Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser shall maintain an appraisal log for each
supervising appraiser. The supervising appraiser and the trainee shall be jointly
responsible for maintaining the appraisal experience log. The must, at a minimum,
include the following for each appraisal:
A)

Type of property;

B)

Date of report;

C)

Property description;

D)

Description of work performed by the trainee and scope of review and
supervision by the supervising appraiser;

E)

Number of actual work hours by the trainee on the assignment; and

The signature and State license number of the supervising appraiser.
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Standard 1
In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must identify the problem to be solved,
determine the scope of work necessary to solve the problem, and correctly complete research and
analyses necessary to produce a credible appraisal.
Standards Rule 1-1
In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must:
(a) be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized methods and techniques that are
necessary to produce a credible appraisal;
(b) not commit a substantial error of omission or commission that significantly affects an appraisal; and
(c) not render appraisal services in a careless or negligent manner, such as by making a series of errors
that, although individually might not significantly affect the results of an appraisal, in the aggregate
affects the credibility of those results.
Standards Rule 1-2
In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must:
(a) identify the client and other intended users;
(b) identify the intended use of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions;
(c) identify the type and definition of value, and, if the value opinion to be developed is market value,
ascertain whether the value is to be the most probable price:
(i) in terms of cash; or
(ii) in terms of financial arrangements equivalent to cash; or
(iii) in other precisely defined terms; and
(iv) if the opinion of value is to be based on non-market financing or financing with unusual
conditions or incentives, the terms of such financing must be clearly identified and the
appraiser’s opinion of their contributions to or negative influence on value must be developed by
analysis of relevant market data;
(d) identify the effective date of the appraiser’s opinions and conclusions;
(e) identify the characteristics of the property that are relevant to the type and definition of value
and intended use of the appraisal,
(i) its location and physical, legal, and economic attributes; including:
(ii) the real property interest to be valued;
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(iii) any personal property, trade fixtures, or intangible items that are not real property but are
included in the appraisal;
(iv) any known easements, restrictions, encumbrances, leases, reservations, covenants,
contracts, declarations, special assessments, ordinances, or other items of a similar nature; and
(f) identify any extraordinary assumptions necessary in the assignment;
(g) identify any hypothetical conditions necessary in the assignment; and
(h) determine the scope of work necessary to produce credible assignment results in accordance with
the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.
Standards Rule 1-3
When necessary for credible assignment results in developing a market value opinion, an appraiser
must:
(a) identify and analyze the effect on use and value of existing land use regulations, reasonably
probable modifications of such land use regulations, economic supply and demand, the physical
adaptability of the real estate, and market area trends; and
(b) develop an opinion of the highest and best use of the real estate.
Standards Rule 1-4
In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must collect, verify, and analyze all information
necessary for credible assignment results.
(a) When a sales comparison approach is necessary for credible assignment results, an appraiser
must analyze such comparable sales data as are available to indicate a value conclusion.
(b) When a cost approach is necessary for credible assignment results, an appraiser must:
(i) develop an opinion of site value by an appropriate appraisal method or technique;
(ii) analyze such comparable cost data as are available to estimate the cost new of the
improvements (if any); and
(iii) analyze such comparable data as are available to estimate the difference between the cost
new and the present worth of the improvements (accrued depreciation).
(c) When an income approach is necessary for credible assignment results, an appraiser must:
(i) analyze such comparable rental data as are available and/or the potential earnings capacity
of the property to estimate the gross income potential of the property;
(ii) analyze such comparable operating expense data as are available to estimate the operating
expenses of the property;
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(iii) analyze such comparable data as are available to estimate rates of capitalization and/or
rates of discount; and
(iv) base projections of future rent and/or income potential and expenses on reasonably clear
and appropriate evidence.
(d) When developing an opinion of the value of a leased fee estate or a leasehold estate, an appraiser
must analyze the effect on value, if any, of the terms and conditions of the lease(s).
(e) When analyzing the assemblage of the various estates or component parts of a property, an
appraiser must analyze the effect on value, if any, of the assemblage. An appraiser must refrain from
valuing the whole solely by adding together the individual values of the various estates or component
parts.
(f) When analyzing anticipated public or private improvements, located on or off the site, an appraiser
must analyze the effect on value, if any, of such anticipated improvements to the extent they are
reflected in market actions.
(g) When personal property, trade fixtures, or intangible items are included in the appraisal, the
appraiser must analyze the effect on value of such non-real property items.
Standards Rule 1-5
When the value opinion to be developed is market value, an appraiser must, if such information is
available to the appraiser in the normal course of business:
(a) analyze all agreements of sale, options, and listings of the subject property current as of the
effective date of the appraisal; and
(b) analyze all sales of the subject property that occurred within the three (3) years prior to the
effective date of the appraisal.
Standards Rule 1-6
In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must:
(a) reconcile the quality and quantity of data available and analyzed within the approaches used; and
(b) reconcile the applicability and relevance of the approaches, methods and techniques used to arrive
at the value conclusion(s).
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Standard 2
In reporting the results of a real property appraisal, an appraiser must communicate each analysis,
opinion, and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading.
Standards Rule 2-1
Each written or oral real property appraisal report must:
(a) clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that will not be misleading;
(b) contain sufficient information to enable the intended users of the appraisal to understand the
report properly; and
(c) clearly and accurately disclose all assumptions, extraordinary assumptions, hypothetical conditions,
and limiting conditions used in the assignment.
Standards Rule 2-2
Each written real property appraisal report must be prepared under one of the following options and
prominently state which option is used: Appraisal Report or Restricted Appraisal Report.
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Standard 3
In developing an appraisal review assignment, an appraiser acting as a reviewer must identify the
problem to be solved, determine the scope of work necessary to solve the problem, and correctly
complete research and analyses necessary to produce a credible appraisal review. In reporting the
results of an appraisal review assignment, an appraiser acting as a reviewer must communicate each
analysis, opinion, and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading.
Two Hidden Gems in Illinois law
(e) No person shall influence or attempt to influence through coercion,
extortion, or bribery the independent judgment of an appraiser licensed or
certified under this Act in the development, reporting, result, or review of a
real estate appraisal. A person who violates this subsection (e) is guilty of a
Class A misdemeanor for the first offense and a Class 4 felony for any
subsequent offense.
(Source: P.A. 96-844, eff. 12-23-09.)
(23) A pattern of practice or other behavior that demonstrates incapacity or incompetence to practice
under this Act.
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Expectations – Responsibilities – Supervisors (AQB)
Supervisory Appraisers provide a critical role in the mentoring, training and development of future
valuation professionals. It is inherently important to strike a proper balance between enhancing public
trust by ensuring Supervisory Appraisers are competent and qualified to supervise Trainee Appraisers
without making the criteria too stringent and restrictive as to discourage or prevent qualified
Supervisory Appraisers from actually participating in the training and supervision of Trainee Appraisers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Provide the trainee with a basic (working) understanding of USPAP.
Understand and relay AQB and Illinois minimum requirements for both supervisors and
trainees.
Career path guidance.
Monitoring of the trainee with regard to education and experience.
Verification of proper documentation.
Joint inspections.
Monitor and provide a wide variety of assignments that touch on all three valuation
methodologies.
Assure proper identification and acknowledgment of the trainee in reports.
Notification of when the supervisor is no longer qualified to supervise and sign the experience
log.

(18) Failing to include within the certificate of appraisal for all written appraisal reports the appraiser's
license number and licensure title. All appraisers providing significant contribution to the development
and reporting of an appraisal must be disclosed in the appraisal report. It is a violation of this Act for an
appraiser to sign a report, transmittal letter, or appraisal certification knowing that a person providing
a significant contribution to the report has not been disclosed in the appraisal report.
Expectations – Responsibilities – Trainees (AQB)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Understand and relay AQB and Illinois minimum requirements for both supervisors and
trainees.
How to choose a supervisor.
Monitoring of the trainee with regard to education and experience.
Verification of proper documentation.
Joint inspections.
Monitor and provide a wide variety of assignments that touch on all three valuation
methodologies.
Assure proper identification and acknowledgment of the trainee in reports.
Notification of when the supervisor is no longer qualified to supervise and sign the experience
log

Forms You Need to Know
http://www.idfpr.com/dpr/re/Forms/SUP2015SUPERVISORTRAINEEFORM.pdf
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On-Going Experience Audit
A key part of the process by which appraisal applicants attempt to upgrade their appraisal credential is
by passing the on-going experience audit.
The audit serves a two-fold purpose:
•
•

It verifies that the work product claimed on the application log actually was performed
It demonstrates the applicant’s understanding of USPAP

After a “pass notice” is received from our testing provider, Licensing and Testing will select three or
more addresses from your log. After which, Licensing and Testing will email you a letter requesting
that those appraisals be sent to Springfield. Your sample reports are examined by the one or more
Board members for USPAP compliance. Should a question arise as to whether a report complies, the
report or reports are presented to the whole board. The board may “approve” the report or reports in
question, after which the upgraded license may be issued.
In general, most of the samples received by IDFPR are “approved”. However, there are cases where
upgrades can be “deferred” or “denied”.
Quality
Questions may arise out of the work presented. If the Division finds that the work product does not
substantially comply with USPAP – it will be referred to the Real Estate Appraisal Administration and
Disciplinary Board for their determination. If the board finds the work product fails to substantially
comply with USPAP – three or more assignments from your log will be requested. The board will
review these reports for compliance. If compliance is not demonstrated; your application will be
denied. (Refer to the last paragraph)
Significant Assistance
Difficulties arise primarily from applicants presenting work product where their “significant assistance”
is not adequately documented or not documented at all.
What does USPAP say about “significant assistance”?
When a signing appraiser(s) has relied on work done by appraisers and others who do not sign the
certification, the signing appraiser is responsible for the decision to rely on their work. The signing
appraiser(s) is required to have a reasonable basis for believing that those individuals performing the
work are competent. The signing appraiser(s) also must have no reason to doubt that the work of
those individuals is credible.
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The names of individuals providing significant real property appraisal assistance who do not sign a
certification must be stated in the certification. It is not required that the description of their assistance
be contained in the certification, but disclosure of their assistance is required in accordance with
Standards Rule 2-2(a), (b), or (c) (vii), as applicable.
And…
When any portion of the work involves significant real property appraisal assistance, the appraiser
must describe the extent of that assistance. The signing appraiser must also state the name(s) of those
providing the significant real property appraisal assistance in the certification, in accordance with
Standards Rule 2-3.
AO-31 states…
Certifications/Signatures
A signed certification is required for all appraisal, appraisal review and appraisal consulting reports. An
appraiser who signs any part of a report, including a letter of transmittal, must also sign the
certification. A signed certification provides important disclosures about aspects of the assignment. It
provides evidence that the appraiser is aware of the ethical obligations of acting as an appraiser. In
single-discipline appraisals, the certification also attests that the analyses, opinions, and conclusions
expressed are those of the signatory. The certification is also where significant appraisal assistance
from others not signing the certification must be acknowledged.
Any appraiser who provides significant appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assistance to
the assignment must sign the certification or be identified in the certification. When more than one
appraiser is involved in an assignment, USPAP allows for certification in a variety of ways, including:
•
•

all appraisers could sign a certification accepting responsibility for the entirety of the analyses
and the report if they are all competent to do so; or
one appraiser could sign a certification and provide the name of each individual who provided
significant appraisal, appraisal review, or appraisal consulting assistance. In such a case, the
exact nature of the assistance must be reported, but this need not be in the certification;

In the event that significant assistance cannot be substantiated, the application will be “deferred”. By
“deferred”, we mean that the Board will request additional work product from your log.
If, after the additional samples are submitted, the Board and the Appraisal Unit are not satisfied that
the applicant’s work product demonstrates a satisfactory understanding of USPAP; the applicant’s
upgrade will be “denied”.
“Exact Nature”
What doesn’t work:
•

Dustin DeWynn inspected the subject property.
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•

Dustin DeWynn assisted in the gathering of data and writing the report. Bertha Vanation edited
this report.

What works:
“It should be noted that Bertha Vanation, Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser, #557.000000,
expiration date 9/30/2015, provided real property appraisal assistance in the development and
communication of this appraisal. Ms. Vanation conducted a thorough, interior and exterior inspection
of the subject property. She researched and provided detailed analysis and verification of all of the sale
and rental comparables. She reviewed plat information, reviewed title work and wrote copious portions
of the report pertaining to her research.”
Section 1455.190 Verification of Experience Credit
All applicants shall verify experience credit on forms provided by the Division. Those forms shall
include information on the type of property, date of report, address of appraised property, description
of work performed and number of work hours. The Division may audit such verification and, if
requested, the applicant must provide experience documentation in the form of reports or file
memoranda and should support the experience claimed. The Division, at its discretion, will determine
the validity of all appraisal experience credit in conformity with criteria recommended by the AQB. All
experience must be USPAP compliant. An applicant's experience must be in appraisal work conforming
to Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and/or 6 in which the appraiser demonstrates proficiency in appraisal
principles, methodology, procedures (development), and reporting conclusions. The Division, at its
discretion, will determine the validity of all appraisal experience credit in conformity with criteria
recommended by the AQB.
a)

b)

For applicants intending to upgrade to a State Certified Residential Real Estate Appraiser
License:
1)

No more than 30% of the residential experience shall be claimed for appraisal
review or appraisal consulting assignments.

2)

No more than 30% of the residential experience shall be claimed for the
appraisal of vacant land.

3)

No more than 30% of the total experience shall be non-residential assignments.

4)

No less than 50% of the total experience submitted shall contain signed
certifications by the applicant.

For applicants intending to upgrade to a State Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
License:
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c)

1)

No more than 30% of the experience shall be claimed for appraisal review or
appraisal consulting assignments.

2)

No more than 30% of the residential experience shall be claimed for the
appraisal of vacant land.

3)

No less than 50% of the total experience submitted shall contain signed
certifications by the applicant.

Real Estate Mass Appraisal/Ad Valorem Experience
1)

2)

d)

Each applicant seeking acceptance of experience as an assessment official, or as
deputy or employee of an assessment official, in applying for a State Certified
General Real Estate Appraiser License, State Certified Residential Real Estate
Appraiser License, or Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser License shall
submit to the Division:
A)

An application, provided by the Division and signed by the applicant, on
which all questions have been answered;

B)

A notarized Real Estate Mass Appraisal/Ad Valorem Affidavit;

C)

The Assessment Experience Certification;

D)

A completed work log;

E)

The fee required by Section 1455.320.

The applicant must demonstrate qualitative experience through no fewer than 5
appraisals for ad valorem tax/assessment purposes utilizing or considering the
three approaches to value. If the applicant is intending to upgrade to a State
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser License, then 3 of the 5 must be nonresidential samples.

Practicum Course as experience that are approved by the AQB Course Approval Program
or by the Division shall satisfy the non-traditional client experience requirement.

(Source: Amended at 37 Ill. Reg. 2668, effective April 1, 2013)
Section 1455.195 Acceptable Experience Credit and Request for Reconsideration
If experience has been approved or disapproved by the Division, and the applicant disagrees with the
number of experience credit hours awarded, the applicant may, within 14 days after the Division's
written notice, request in writing that the Division reconsider its determination. The request must
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indicate the number of hours of experience credit that the applicant believes is appropriate and must
explain in detail why the applicant disagrees with the Division's decision. Review of any such request
for reconsideration will be performed by one or more members of the Real Estate Appraisal
Administration and Disciplinary Board. The Board shall then submit to the Division its recommendation
for final action.
(Source: Added at 37 Ill. Reg. 2668, effective April 1, 2013)
Section 1455.200 Acceptable Appraisal Experience Credit
a)

Acceptable appraisal experience shall include, but is not limited to, fee and staff
appraisal, ad valorem tax appraisal, condemnation appraisal, technical review appraisal,
appraisal analysis, real estate consulting, highest and best use analysis, and feasibility
analysis/study. All appraisal experience shall conform to USPAP and shall meet the
requirements of the AQB. All experience credit must have been obtained after January
30, 1989.

b)

Appraisal education may not be substituted for appraisal experience, except for
practicum courses approved by the AQB Course Approval Program and/or the Division.

c)

A traditional client is not necessary for an appraisal to qualify for appraisal
experience. Experience gained for work without a traditional client cannot exceed 50%
of the total experience requirement. An hour of appraisal experience is defined as
verifiable time spent in performing tasks in accordance with acceptable appraisal
experience as identified by AQB 2008 Criteria.

d)

Time spent in travel to and from the subject property and to other data sources shall
not count toward appraisal experience.

It is the responsibility of every applicant to maintain or to arrange access to their appraisal
assignments. Assignments that are noted in the log but cannot be produced…for any reason…will be
rejected. Rejected reports may result in the submission of a NEW log and/or disciplinary action for
submitting a false log. Every applicant should make certain that their significant contribution is
properly and clearly documented.
If your application has been “denied”, IDFPR will file an “Intent to Deny” through the department. This
will offer an opportunity to the applicant to participate in an Administrative Hearing before an
Administrative Law Judge and the Real Estate Appraisal Administration and Disciplinary Board for a
final determination.
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Section 1455.310 Unprofessional Conduct
Dishonorable, unethical or unprofessional conduct includes, but is not limited to, the commission of
any one of the following:
f)

Failure of a supervisor to sign the Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser's log, without
good cause;

i)

Denying an employee or contracted appraiser reasonable access to his or her workfile
contents and/or reports without good cause;

Instructions for Applicants with Multiple State Experience
Most upgrading applicants draw their experience from Illinois properties. This is particularly true for
those seeking the Certified Residential credential.
Still, many applicants submit experience from all over the United States.
If you’re submitting appraisal experience from jurisdictions outside of Illinois, both the trainee AND
their supervisor must place those properties on a separate LOG form and sign those pages with
whatever credential was required from THAT jurisdiction; not Illinois.
For example, if you’ve completed work in California you must NOT be including your “557” credential
number. Affix your California credential number.
Illinois accepts experience from any US location so long as it is USPAP compliant and the proper
credential (if applicable) was affixed.
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Supervisor and Trainee Stats

As of April 2018 Illinois had 267 credentialed Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraisers.
Choosing a Supervisor or Trainee

For many Trainees the challenge is in:
•
•

Finding any Supervisor to take them on
Finding a capable mentor

Q: What should the Trainee be looking for?
Supervisors selecting Trainees need to choose someone who will be physically near enough in order to
accompany them during the FIRST500 phase of assignments.
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Q: Who maintains this Log? The Supervisor or the trainee?
Q: May I pick and choose which appraisal assignments go on the FIRST500 form?
Q: If the Supervisor is co-appraising the property with the trainee, why mark all of the boxes under
“Applicant and Supervisor’s Work”?
Q: What is the time period by which the FIRST500 form should be completed?
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Illinois Paperwork – In Order

There are certain documents that the Supervisor and Trainee are responsible for during the mentoring
period. Most of the documents are meant for the Trainee to complete if he or she intends upon
upgrading to Certified.
As soon as a Trainee and Supervisor agree to work together they must each submit the SUP-2015
application. This is an interactive PDF.
Failure or delay by either party in submitting the document may lead to disallowed experience for the
Trainee and sanctions against the unregistered Supervisor.
The path toward certification for Trainees is paved with paperwork. Aside from formal education
requirements that the Trainee will be accumulating there is specialized appraisal QE over a two to
three year period. Maybe longer.
The application has a 3 year life. Trainees would be well advised NOT to apply for upgrade if your goal
is more than two years into the future.
(225 ILCS 458/5-20.5)
(Section scheduled to be repealed on January 1, 2022)
Sec. 5-20.5. Duration of application. Applicants have 3 years from the date of application to
complete the application process. If the process has not been completed within 3 years, the application
shall be denied, the fee shall be forfeited, and the applicant must reapply and meet the requirements in
effect at the time of reapplication.
(Source: P.A. 96-844, eff. 12-23-09.)
Q: How long does it take, on average, to become Certified?
A.
B.
C.
D.

38 days.
165 days.
1,272 days.
It depends…
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Associating and Disassociating

Some relationships just won’t work.
Whether you’re a trainee or a supervisor there might come a time when you
need to part company.
This is why it’s critical for the Log to be maintained continuously rather than
back-filled at the last moment.
A supervisor who stopped mentoring you two years ago may not be open to
signing your Log today. The Log is a pay-as-you-go endeavor.
Q: If a supervisor disassociates from a trainee, can the trainee file for unemployment?
No. The form is NOT an employment contract.
Q: What happens when a supervisor has too many trainees at one time?
They become inoperable. They are essentially jeopardizing all of the trainees under his/her mentorship
until the correction is made.
Q: What is the statute regarding access to appraisals?
Section 1455.310 Unprofessional Conduct
Dishonorable, unethical or unprofessional conduct includes, but is not limited to, the commission of any
one of the following:
i)

Denying an employee or contracted appraiser reasonable access to his or her workfile
contents and/or reports without good cause;
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QE Expiration!
As the prerequisite for application, an applicant must have completed 75
creditable hours of qualifying education as specified in the Required Core
Curriculum. Additionally, applicants must pass the course examinations and pass
the 15-Hour National USPAP Course (or its AQB-approved equivalent) and
examination as part of the 75 creditable hours. All qualifying education must be
completed within the five (5) year period prior to the date of submission of a
Trainee Appraiser application.
This means that those who intend to apply for an Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser credential on
April 1, 2015, cannot use ANY QE courses older than April 1, 2010.
This only applies to the basic three courses of Basic Appraisal Principles, Basic Appraisal Procedures,
and the 15-hour USPAP or its equivalent.
The Division is submitting legislation to eliminate the Trainee exam, permanently.
Agnes completed Basic Principles and passed the exam on September 7, 2011. She completed Basic
Procedures on December 18, 2015. She completed an on-line 15-Hour USPAP course on January 20,
2016. She has submitted her application for Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser on February 14,
2017.
Q: What course(s) must be retaken, if any?
Let’s assume that she has completed all of her other required QE and is applying directly (skipping
the trainee credential) to become a Certified Residential or Certified General.
Q: What course(s) must be retaken, if any?
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The Starting Gate Assignment

As soon as the trainee is able, he/she should complete an assignment along with their supervisor. By
doing so, this starts the “shot clock” on experience. The very first assignment on the FIRST500 form
should be this assignment.
Remember, in order to upgrade to either certified status a trainee will need no less than 12 or 18
months of experience time (subject to an Administrative Rule change)
Strategy: Trainee completes an assignment within the first week of association with his or her first
supervisor. The following month is spent on in-office mentoring before the trainee is taken out for their
second assignment.
Q: How much of the FIRST500 assignments must contain SIGNED CERTIFICATIONS by the Trainee?
There is no minimum. This is a mentoring form. Remember, at least 50% of the total accumulated
hours prior to upgrade must contain signed certifications.
Strategy: Don’t overload your Experience Log with far more experience than is required. Certified
Residential applicants should not submit more than 2,750 hours. Certified General applicants should
not submit more than 3,300 hours.
Remember: Half of everything submitted on the Log MUST include a signed certification or the
application will be rejected as incomplete.
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Milestones: Not Mill Stones – Education and Experience
Given the number of hours required for upgrade and the fact that most
trainees will need to keep working while accumulating QE, trainees and
supervisors should establish a series of milestones.
Q: How quickly can the appraiser education (QE) be obtained?
One applicant began on September 5, 2013 and completed ALL 200 hours of
residential QE on August 16, 2014. He passed the national exam on September
16, 2014.
Trainees typically do not make a lot of money during their mentoring, if at all. Courses can be
expensive and time away from field work won’t pay the bills. However, trainees need to invest in their
future.
We all have taken courses in order to better our professional lives.
Significant Contribution – What Is It?
No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person signing this certification. (If
there are exceptions, the name of each individual providing significant real property appraisal
assistance must be stated.)
The names of individuals providing significant real property appraisal assistance who do not sign a
certification must be stated in the certification. It is not required that the description of their assistance
be contained in the certification, but disclosure of their assistance is required in accordance with
Standards Rule 2-2(a)(vii) or 2-2(b)(vii) as applicable.
ADVISORY OPINION 31 (AO-31)
This communication by the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) does not establish new standards or
interpret existing standards. Advisory Opinions are issued to illustrate the applicability of appraisal
standards in specific situations and to offer advice from the ASB for the resolution of appraisal issues
and problems.
SUBJECT: Assignments Involving More than One Appraiser
It is important to realize that USPAP does not define an “appraiser” in terms of state licensing or
certification requirements.
In Illinois, make no mistake, we ABSOLUTELY DO.
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Blasting the Matrix
The Experience Matrix is a guide. The hours are NOT set in stone.
However, if an applicant is seeking more hours than the
Matrix provides, they will need a detailed reason as to why the hours
exceed the guidelines.
Yellow highlighted boxes indicate the increases over the 2013 Matrix.

Tip: Your experience must align with the Matrix; not the other way around. No matter how unique or
specialized your work product is, it must make sense to the Board when they review it.
Q: Why can’t trainees receive experience credit for Standard 3 review assignments?
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“Gang Credit” and the Matrix
Particularly in large commercial firms there’s a tendency to
have two or more Certified Generals co-sign a report with
multiple Trainees who are asking for experience hours that
surpass the total hours for the assignment.
The more participants; the fewer hours will be accepted.
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LOG-7575 must be completed for EACH assignment where additional hours are requested.
Q: All of my assignments are unique. Am I allowed to attach just one LOG-7575 to cover everything?
Absolutely NOT.
Tip: Don’t create boilerplate language for this form. Take advantage of the opportunity to explain your
specific contribution to the assignment. This is your ONLY opportunity to explain your reasoning directly
to the reviewing Board member. Don’t include routine processes as a reason for increased hours.
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Alternative Experience Options – Non-Traditional Client

Definitions:
"Traditional client" means a client who hires an appraiser to complete an assignment by
employment or contract for business purposes.
"Non-traditional client" means the Division or an approved practicum course provider.

Q: How many clients may an appraiser have for an assignment?
Disqualification Tip: Upgrade candidates may NOT recycle past assignments for
traditional clients (Lenders, AMCs, attorneys, etc.) by making the Division an additional
client, a new client or a co-client.
Trainees seeking the required 50% signed certification experience may submit under the following two
options:
Section 1455.190 Verification of Experience Credit
d)
Practicum Course as Experience courses that are approved by the AQB Course Approval Program or by
the Division shall satisfy the non-traditional client experience requirement.
The Division, at its discretion, will determine the validity of all appraisal experience credit in conformity with
criteria recommended by the AQB.
Section 1455.200 Acceptable Appraisal Experience Credit
c)
A traditional client is not necessary for an appraisal to qualify for appraisal experience. Experience
gained for work without a traditional client cannot exceed 50% of the total experience requirement. An hour of
appraisal experience is defined as verifiable time spent in performing tasks in accordance with acceptable
appraisal experience as identified by AQB 2008 Criteria.
Q: If I appraise properties using the Non-Traditional Client option, does my supervisor still need to sign my
report?
A. No.
B. Always.
C. Only for 50% of the work.
D. None of the above.
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Scope of Work for Non-Traditional Client Assignments –

Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraisers are permitted to submit original (not recycled reports) for
experience. All such work, where the Department is named as the client and intended user must
comply with the following minimum Scope of Work:
(1) perform a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property,
(2) inspect the neighborhood and/or market,
(3) inspect each of the comparable sales from at least the street,
(4) research, verify, and analyze data from reliable public and/or private sources, and
(5) report his or her analysis, opinions, and conclusions in this appraisal report.
(6) sign the certification—significant contribution will NOT be accepted.

REMEMBER: All trainee submissions must contain your associated supervisor’s signature.

Q: I work for a large appraisal firm with many certified appraisers who can sign reports. In many
instances there may be three or four certified appraisers signing a report along with the trainee. Will I
receive experience credit for such assignments?
A: So long as at least ONE of the signing certified appraisers is your documented associated supervisor,
you’ll receive credit.
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Instate Trainees – Out-of-State Supervisors

Over 10% of licensed or certified appraisers in this state live outside of Illinois. Nearly 30% of our
certified generals live in other states.
Q: If you’re the equivalent of a trainee in another state and your supervisor is registered in Illinois, will
you be able to complete assignments in Illinois?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Only with a Temporary Practice Permit
Only if you’re an Illinois Resident and an Illinois Associate Real Estate Trainee Appraiser
Both A and B
You will be unable to complete the assignment

Q: May an Illinois trainee be supervised by an out-of-state supervisor?
Yes. But the supervisor must be approved as such in Illinois AND must be able to be physically present
for the FIRST500, when necessary.
Criminal Background Checks
Sec. 5-22. Criminal history records check. Each applicant for
licensure by examination or restoration shall have his or her
fingerprints submitted to the Department of State Police in an
electronic format that complies with the form and manner for
requesting and furnishing criminal history record information as
prescribed by the Department of State Police. These fingerprints
shall be checked against the Department of State Police and Federal
Bureau of Investigation criminal history record databases now and hereafter filed. The Department of
State Police shall charge applicants a fee for conducting the criminal history records check, which shall
be deposited into the State Police Services Fund and shall not exceed the actual cost of the records
check. The Department of State Police shall furnish, pursuant to positive identification, records of
Illinois convictions to the Department. The Department may require applicants to pay a separate
fingerprinting fee, either to the Department or to a vendor. The Department may adopt any rules
necessary to implement this Section.
Q: Will the results of a criminal history check be made available to supervisors, trainees, AMCs or
anyone else?
Absolutely not.
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Section 1455.335 Refusal to Issue an Appraiser License Based on Criminal History Record
a)

For purposes of this Part, criminal history record information is defined as information collected
by criminal justice agencies (see the Criminal Identification Act [20 ILCS 2630]) on individuals
consisting of identifiable descriptions and notation of arrests, detention, indictments,
information or other formal criminal charges, and any disposition arising from those actions,
sentencing, correctional supervision and release. The individual records must contain both
information sufficient to identify the subject of the record and notations regarding any formal
criminal justice transaction involving the identified individual.

b)

In determining whether an applicant for an appraiser's license is unfit for licensure because of
criminal history record information, the Division shall consider the following standards:
1)

Whether the crime was one of armed violence (see Article 33A of the Criminal Code of
2012 [720 ILCS 5]) or moral turpitude. Moral turpitude consists of:
A)

Crime involving dishonesty, false statement or some other element of deceit,
untruthfulness or falsification (including but not limited to perjury, inducement
of perjury, false statement, criminal fraud, embezzlement, false pretense,
forgery, counterfeiting and theft).

B)

Drug offenses, including but not limited to violations of the Illinois Controlled
Substances Act [720 ILCS 570] and Federal Drug Enforcement Laws (21 USC 801
et seq.).

C)

Sex offenses, including but not limited to all crimes listed in Article 11 of the
Criminal Code of 2012 [720 ILCS 5].

2)

Whether the crime is related to any of the real estate professions.

3)

Whether more than 10 years have elapsed since the date of completion of the imposed
sentence.

4)

Whether the conviction was from a city ordinance violation or a conviction for which a
jail sentence was not imposed.

5)

Whether the applicant has been sufficiently rehabilitated to warrant the public trust.
The Division shall consider, but not be bound by, the following in considering whether
an applicant has been presumed to be rehabilitated:
A)

Completion of probation;

B)

Completion of parole supervision; or

C)

If no parole was granted, a period of 10 years has elapsed after final discharge
or release from any term of imprisonment without any subsequent conviction.
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c)

d)

e)

If any one of the following factors exists, this outweighs the presumption of rehabilitation
established in subsection (b)(5):
1)

Lack of compliance with terms of punishment (i.e., failure to pay fines or make
restitution, violation of the terms of probation or parole);

2)

Unwillingness to undergo, or lack of cooperation in, medical or psychiatric
treatment/counseling;

3)

Falsification of an application for licensure with the Division;

4)

Failure to furnish to the Division additional information or failure to appear for an
interview or meeting with the Division in relation to the applicant's application for
licensure.

The following criminal history records shall not be considered in connection with an application
for licensure:
1)

Juvenile adjudications;

2)

Records of arrest not followed by a conviction;

3)

Convictions overturned by a higher court;

4)

Convictions that have been the subject of a pardon or expungement.

Notification of Denial and Request for Hearing
1)

If the determination is made that the applicant is unfit for licensure, the Division shall
send the notice of denial by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the applicant at
the applicant's address of record. All such notices will include a statement of the reason
for the Division's action.

2)

An applicant may request a hearing to contest the Division's action pursuant to 68 Ill.
Adm. Code 1110. The request shall be in writing and must be received by the Division
not later than 20 days after the date the Division mailed or personally delivered the
notice of its action to the applicant.

3)
After receipt of a request for a hearing and prior to any such hearing, the Division may schedule an
informal conference with the applicant in an attempt to resolve issues in controversy. The Division shall notify
the applicant of the informal conference at least 20 days prior to the hearing. Failure by the applicant to attend
the informal conference shall act as a withdrawal of the applicant's request for a hearing. The provisions of this
subsection (e)(3) shall not apply if an informal conference was held prior to the Division serving notice upon the
applicant as described in subsection (e)(1).
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Avoiding Fails

The Experience review process can result in some or all of an
applicant’s work being disqualified for a variety of reasons.
A lot can go wrong. Here are the Top 25 Fails:
1. Application was filled out incorrectly.
2. Log pages weren’t numbered.
3. Log pages were missing.
4. The Log was unsigned.
5. The hours were short of what was required.
6. Directions were not followed.
7. Applicants were short on “time” experience.
8. Travel times to and from assignments were added.
9. Old dead forms were used.
10. The FIRST500 Log was never completed. (After January 2014 applicants)
11. The applicant invented a new Log format.
12. Digital signatures were affixed.
13. Requested assignments were unavailable.
14. Requested assignments were not signed by the Supervisor.
15. The signing supervisor had been dead for two years.
16. The “signing” supervisor never actually worked with the trainee...ever.
17. The applicant wanted credit for “reading” reports.
18. Experience predated January 30, 1989.
19. The hours were wildly unsupported.
20. All of the work was “significant contribution”.
21. Assignments were beyond the scope of the
Supervisor.
22. The Supervisor was never registered as such.
23. Non-compliant appraisals were submitted.
24. The work samples were ghastly.
25. Non-compliant BPO’s or evaluations were submitted.
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